DANASALIVA Sample Collection kit

Ref.0603.42 “For research use only”
APLICATION:
Method for collection, stabilization and transportation of
samples at room temperature.

saliva

1.Funnel.
2.Saliva Collection
Tube.
3.Saliva Preservation
Solution. 2.5 ml.
4.Instructions.

Saliva samples are collected through the funnel (1) that is to be
mounted on the saliva collection tube (2). After collecting 2ml of saliva, you should add the entire content of the tube with the saliva preservation saliva (3) and mixed well with saliva. The saliva collection tube
(2) is sent to the laboratory for the isolation and purification of DNA and
its analysis using the DANAGENE Saliva Kit .
STORAGE: This device should
(15-25ºC) for up to 2 years.
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WARNINGS : Do not ingest the saliva
If contact with skin or eyes, rinse with water.
KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN.
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room

temperature

preservation

solution.

PROTOCOL FOR COLLECTION OF SALIVA SAMPLE
1. Do not eat, chew gum, drink o smooke for 30 minutes prior to saliva
collection. It can take several minutes to obtain 2 ml of
Saliva.
3. Spit into collection funnel until the amount of liquid
saliva (not bubbles) in the collection tube reaches the 2
ml line. If you notice excess bubbles, eliminate them
by gently tapping the tube on a hard surface.
4. Discard the funnel after collection.
5. Remove the tip of the saliva preservation solution (3) and add the entire contents into the
collection tube that contains the 2ml of saliva.
6. Close the saliva collection tube (2) with his green
cap. Close it tightly.
7. Shake the saliva collection tuve well for 15 seconds
to mix saliva simple and saliva preservation solution.

8. The saliva sample is now preserved and ready for
storage, shipping or processing to isolate DNA
9. The preserved saliva sample is stable for 1 year at
room temperature.

